
Special Journals 
 

What are the advantages of using Special Journals? 
1. Similar transactions are recorded into one book in order of date (e.g. credit purchases of goods 

into purchase journal) 
2. Totals are posted into the corresponding ledger, thus cut down on posting e.g. shown in fig.1 

 
 

Trade Discounts 
 
What are Trade Discounts? 
Trade discount is when a seller gives a reduction in price on the goods sold to the buyer. 
 
What are the reasons / purpose for giving a trade discount? 
 

 To encourage a particular customer to buy more regularly and in larger amounts. 

 To enhance the speed of selling perishable goods or very costly goods. 
 
 

Purchases Journal 
 
What is the purpose Purchases Journal? 

A purchases journal records all credit purchases of goods meant for resale. Thus, purchases of goods 

in cash and purchase of fixed assets on credit are not recorded here. 

 

What is the source documents used in recording the transaction into the Purchases journal? 

An invoice received or debit note received from the supplier. 

 

Example of a Purchases Journal format 

 
                            Purchases Journal 

  
Date Particulars 

Invoice 
No. 

Folio Details Amount 

            

  Creditors Name     xxx   

  Less: Trade Discount x%     (xxx) XXX 

            

  Creditors Name     xxx   

  Less: Trade Discount x%     (xxx) XXX 

            

  Purchases Account   Dr       XXX 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Sales Journal 
 
What is the purpose Sales Journal? 

A sales journal records all credit sales of goods to customers. Thus, sales of goods in cash and sales 

of fixed assets on credit are not recorded here. 

 

What is the source documents used in recording the transaction into the Sales journal? 

An invoice or debit note sent to the customer. 

 

Example of a Sales Journal format 

 
                            Sales Journal 

  
Date Particulars 

Invoice 
No. 

Folio Details Amount 

            

  Debtors Name     xxx   

  Less: Trade Discount x%     (xxx) XXX 

            

  Debtors Name     xxx   

  Less: Trade Discount x%     (xxx) XXX 

            

  Sales Account   Dr       XXX 

 

 

Returns Outwards Journal 

What is the purpose Return Outwards Journal? 

A return outwards journal records the return of goods to the supplier previously bought on credit. 

 

What is the source documents used in recording the transaction into the Returns Outward 

journal? 

A credit note received from the supplier. 

 

Example of a Returns Outwards Journal format 

 
                            Returns Outwards Journal 

  
Date Particulars 

Invoice 
No. 

Folio Details Amount 

            

  Creditors Name     xxx   

  Less: Trade Discount x%     (xxx) XXX 

            

  Creditors Name     xxx   

  Less: Trade Discount x%     (xxx) XXX 

            

  
Returns Outwards 
Account   Cr       XXX 

 



Returns Inwards Journal 

What is the purpose Return Inwards Journal? 

A return inwards journal records the return of goods from buyer previously sold on credit. 

 

What is the source documents used in recording the transaction into the Returns Inward journal? 

A credit note sent to the buyer. 

 

Example of a Returns Inwards Journal format 

 
                            Returns Inwards Journal 

  
Date Particulars 

Invoice 
No. 

Folio Details Amount 

            

  Debtors Name     xxx   

  Less: Trade Discount x%     (xxx) XXX 

            

  Debtors Name     xxx   

  Less: Trade Discount x%     (xxx) XXX 

            

  
Returns Inwards 
Account   Dr       XXX 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


